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Your Challenge

For weeks, I struggled coming up with virtual music lessons, because I kept
thinking, “We can’t do that.”
Then one day, I shifted my thinking. Instead of looking at the things
we couldn’t do, I started to think about the things that we could do. I
started wondering, “What can we do?”
That simple shift-- from “We can’t do that” to “What can we do?”-completely changed everything for me.
Instead of this insurmountable obstacle, distance learning became a
fun challenge. I started thinking through the activities we normally do in
class, and instead of shutting down the ideas, I would see how we might
change it to accommodate the current learning environment.
My challenge to you is two things:
1.

2.

Change your mindset. Instead of focusing on how awful things are,
focus on the things you can do. Try out new things you would never do
in the classroom. Play with new technology. Have fun.
Don’t reinvent the wheel.

So many teachers are saying things like, “I have to start over this
year.”
No you don’t.
You can do more than you think you can. Instead of stressing, look at
what you normally do, and then think of ways to adapt it. You can still do
folk dancing, you just can’t do partners. You can still sing, you just may
not be able to hear the students. You can still read and write music, you
just may need to find digital solutions since students can’t turn in
worksheets.
Of course, there are things you just can’t do. A chase
game is just not going to work in the digital setting.
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Your Challenge

But instead of saying, “We can’t do the chase game, so I’m going to
scrap everything,” just replace that portion of the lesson. You can still
learn the song, you can still learn the concept. Just replace the section
that doesn’t work.
So maybe you make it into a “four corners” game, and have students
hold up a finger for the corner they are in. Or maybe you have them do a
digital activity instead of the chase portion. Or maybe you pair that with a
relevant song that has movement associated with it.
You don’t have to completely start over. Just replace the things that
don’t work.
When you replace those things, think about creative ways that you
can replace them. This is your time to grow, to find new resources, look for
new songs, read some books, and more.
When you stop looking at this like a tragedy and start looking at it
like a challenge, it will help you to have a more positive outlook on the
whole situation. It will allow you to have fun, and grow as an educator.
So what are the things that will work? That’s what we’re going
through in this book.
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Que Llueva
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Que Llueva is a Mexican folk song.
Singable English words
(rhythm will change a little bit)

It’s raining, it’s raining.
The frog is in his cave.
The little birds are singing.
The moon is rising.
Yes, yes. No, no.
The rain is falling down.
21
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Que Llueva
Focus: Improv
Grade: 1-2
Directions:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Teach students the song in English. I usually sing it for them first
and have them copy my actions.
○ It’s raining: Move fingers like it’s raining
○ Frog: Put your thumb and fingers together so that your hand
looks like a frog’s head
○ Birds: Open and close hand like the motion for talking
○ Moon: Hands make a circle that move up
○ Yes: Nod your Head
○ No: Shake your head
○ Falling rain: Move fingers like it’s raining.
Then teach the song in Spanish (this is easier if you do it on the
next class period, and make sure they have the hand signs down)
Show students the words for rain in English and Spanish. Talk
about how “rain” has one syllable, and “llueva” has two.
Practice making patterns with the words “rain” and “llueva” and
having students copy them.
Have students try to make their own patterns by improvising!
Once they’ve got it down, have students find something that
sounds like rain when you shake it-- a cereal box, a crayon box,
etc. Play the rhythm of the words while you sing the song, then
have students improvise for 4 or 8 beats, then go back to the
song. The more you repeat it, the better students will get.
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Pro tip: Before improvising, say “Improvise, here you go”. Before
switching back to the song, sing “Back to our song”
22
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Rain Rain, Go Away
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Rain Rain, Go Away
Focus: Steady beat
Grade: K-1
Rain, Rain, Go Away is an English folk song.
Directions:
1. Teach students the song by rote.
2. Have students sing and keep the steady beat.
3. Once they know how to sing the song, change it! Instead of
singing “Johnny”, put in one of your student’s names.
4. Whoever you call gets to choose the next steady beat action! So
if you sing, “Little Jamal wants to play….” Then Jamal gets to
pick where we keep the steady beat the next time that we sing.
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Pro tip: Have students show you the action if they are having a hard
time turning their mic on and off.
Lesson extenders:
●
●
●
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Read the book Tap Tap Boom Boom by Elizabeth Bluemle
Do the weather listening activity located in the listening section
of the book
Pair with the song Que Llueva
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Pizza, Pizza, Daddy O
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Pizza, Pizza, Daddy O

Focus: solo singing, syncopa
Grade: 3-5
Directions:
1.
Teach students the refrain of “pizza, pizza, daddy o”. While singing,
cross and uncross your legs on the words pizza, pizza, and daddy. On O,
your feet go together. (We chant cross, out, cross, out, together as we
learn it, then add the words.)
2.
Teach the rest of the A section.
3.
Once students have learned the first part, teach the second part (starts
on “Let’s snap it…” On this section, one person calls out the action, and
everyone does that action on the next pizza, pizza, daddy, o. Kids can
pick anything they want (within reason). So if they pick snap, then
everyone snaps on that section.
4.
Pick a leader to unmute. I suggest having them tell you what actions
they are going to do before they start, to reduce any weirdness due to
lag time. When the leader gets to “Let’s end it”, they pick someone new
to lead while the class sings the final pizza, pizza, daddy o.
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Pro tips:
•
While learning the song, you will be the leader. Do this a few
times, and each time, pick different motions (snap, stomp, jump,
dance, etc.
•
You can replace “pizza, pizza” with the actions students choose. So
if they choose snap as an action, say “snap it, snap it, daddy o”.
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Stick Figure Movement
Focus: phrases, measures
Grade: Works with any grade, but I usually use it with 3-5
Directions:

1.

Draw or print stick figures from the online resource freebies.

2.
3.

Hold up the cards one at a time and have students match the pictures.
Turn on some music, and switch positions along with the song (every
four or eight beats usually works!)
You can change the number of beats to switch it up-- you could do 8,
then 4, then 2, back to 4, etc.
Insert a blank piece of paper into the stack of stick figures. When you get
to this one, students will get to choose their own position!
Want to make it harder? Flip the stack over so that all of the papers are
blank. Have students come up with all their own movements.

4.
5.
6.
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Form Movement
Focus: Form
Grade: Any!
Directions:
1.
Figure out the rhythm to the song you chose. I like to have students
listen and hold up the letter of the form in sign language so that they
understand (so hold up an A, then B, etc).
2.
Have students come up with actions they can use for each of the
different sections. With younger students, I usually have them pick
steady beat motions (snap, clap, etc)
3.
Assign a motion to each of the sections.
4.
Listen to the song, and do the actions!
5.
Extension: Have students come up with their own actions for each
section, listen to the song, and have them do their own actions. Each
student will be doing different things!
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My favorite songs:
•
Ballet of the Unhatched Chicks by Modest Mussorgsky (AABA)
•
March from The Nutcracker by Piotr Ilrich Tchaikovsky (ABACABA)
•
Breezes are Blowing folk song (ABA)
•
Old Town Road by Lil Nas X (ABCBCA)
•
Trashin’ the Camp from Tarzan by Mark Mancina (AABA)
•
Star Wars Theme by John Williams (ABABA coda)
•
Stars and Stripes Forever by John Phillips Sousa (AABBCDCDC)
•
The Entertainer by Scott Joplin (Intro-AABBACC-Intro-DD)
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Strong Beat v. Weak Beat
Focus: Strong v. weak beats
Grade: K-3
Directions:
1. Play a drum (or if you don’t have a drum at home, you could clap)
2. Play 8 beats on repeat, with the first beat being louder than the
rest
3. Have students jump or stomp on the strong beat, and tip toe on
the other beats.
4. Have students do it while walking around their rooms!
5. Change the tempo by speeding up and slowing down.
6. Have students come up with two different actions that they can
do to show the strong and weak beats.
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Extension:

● Show students heart beat charts with the downbeat larger
than the others. Have students tap the beats. There are
heartbeats in the online resources!
● Have students make their own heartbeats!
●

●
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With older students, you can play different time signatures and
have kids guess what it is! (I would suggest having a few on the
screen for options)
Have students drum along with you!
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Rhythmic Elements
Focus: Rhythm
Grade: 3-5
Directions:
1. Look for a piece of music with a distinctive rhythmic element. This is a
bit tricky, so I’ve included some below.
2. Have students listen to the piece and play the rhythm! Bonus points if
you have them find something that works like a drum and let them
drum along.
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Options include:

Mars by Gustav Holst

Beethoven Symphony 7 Movement 2
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Beethoven’s 9th Symphony

The Thing by Phil Harris

Listen and Step

Focus: Rhythm
Grade: 3-5
Directions:
1. For this activity, you just need to have cards with rhythms on them and
a piece of music.
2. Play the music, and show different rhythms. Students put that rhythm in
their feet. So if you hold up a quarter note card, then students step the
quarter note. If you hold up eighth notes, then you can have them step
to eighth notes.
3. Change to different rhythms.
4. Want to make it harder? Add rhythm cards! Hold up a rhythm card and
have students play that rhythm in their feet! Change the rhythms every
four beats, or have them repeat one rhythm a few times and then
switch to another rhythm
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In the Hall of the Mountain
King
Focus: Accelerando
Grade: Any
Idea #1:
1. With littles, I like to tell them a story about Peer Gynt, who ended up
inside of a mountain. While there, the Mountain King (a big, ugly troll!)
captured him and was forcing him to marry his daughter! Peer had to
get out…. And that’s where this song comes in.
2. In the song, we are Peer Gynt. We tip toe to the steady beat, and
occasionally look over our shoulders to see if the trolls are after us.
3. We call the loud booms at the end earthquakes, and we brace ourselves
against them.
4. At the end, we crouching down really low, and then we jump up and out
of the mountain.
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Idea #2
1. Play the rhythm! With older students, you can dissect the rhythm and
then have them play it. Most of the time it’s the same thing over and
over again.
2. Play the booms really loud!

Idea #3:
1. Listen to the song
2. Have students drum, clap, snap, etc along with the steady beat! Then talk
about accelerando.
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Compose on Slides

Focus: Writing rhythms
Grade: Any
Writing rhythms on papers, or making them out of spoons is great, but grading
is going to be a thousand times easier if you have students do their composing
or dictation online.
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In your resources, there are templates for composition in case you don’t want
to make them! http://bit.ly/VirtualMusicResources
Directions:
1. Create slides presentations where students can drag and drop rhythms.
You can do this on Google Slides by adding a box for each beat (or a
heart), and then searching for images of rhythms. Just click Insert > image
> search the web and type in “quarter note” or “quarter rest”.
2. Review rhythms with your students.
3. Have students do dictation or write their own rhythms! You can also put
some of the rhythms to a song that you’re learning!
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Rhythm Movement

Focus: Reading rhythms
Grade: Any, works best with 3-5

Directions:
1. Review rhythms with your kiddos.
2. Have students assign actions to each rhythm. For example, maybe they
choose to stomp on half notes, pat their legs on quarter notes, and snap
on eighth notes.
3. Share your screen with rhythm flashcards or a YouTube rhythm play
along on your screen, and have students read the rhythm with different
movements.
4. Bonus: Use this to introduce your newest folk song!
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Virtual Field Trips

Focus: Any
Grade: Any
Virtual field trips are chances to “take” your students different places around
the world. You could do videos, or “walk” through different museums.
Just Google or type in the links below!
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Ideas:
● American Jazz Museum: Walk though the Jazz museum and learn about
different artist! I like to pull up some videos on YouTube, so that when
you get to a certain artist, you can play the video for the kids.
○ americanjazzmuseum.org
●

Mozart’s house: Listen to Mozart, and then walk through his childhood
home!
○ mozarteum.au

●

Georgia Aquarium: Singing a song about ocean animals? Pair it with a
virtual field trip to the aquarium!
○ georgiaaquarium.org

●

Mars: Listen to Gustav Holst, and then go to Mars. What’s cooler than
that?
○ accessmars.withgoogle.com
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Internet Activities
Focus: Whatever you want!
Grade: Any
Internet activities is anything that is found on the internet. Below are some of
my favorites.
Ideas for Internet Activities:
● Solfeg.io: This website allows students to learn music with pop music!
The interface is awesome, and students can get started for free. They can
focus on rhythm, or on instruments, so if they have a guitar or piano at
home, this is great! Also, you can totally do body drumming with the
drum section.
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●

LittleKidsRock.org: Little Kids Rock also teaches musical concepts via
popular music. You can find lesson plans for you, or the students can take
a lesson. They have video lessons about lyric writing, body drumming,
and more. They also break down tons of songs by their parts so that you
can play them on (body) drums, guitar, ukulele, and more!

●

Chrome Music Lab: Chrome music lab has a bunch of fun activities for
students to explore. I like the melody maker and the monkey drum ones
the best! Full disclosure-- it does best on Chrome and Chrome books, and
does not like Safari. If kids are having trouble, tell them to download
Chrome.

●

musictheory.net: Music Theory is a website with a ton of lessons and
exercises that are customizable. Students can learn about rhythm,
practice note reading, and even practice intervals on this website.
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Internet Activities

More Ideas for Internet Activities:
●

Youtube videos: Need I say more?

●

musicalexplorers.savannahmusicfestival.org: Musical Explorers is a
program that my county does. The students learn about three styles of
music in the fall, and then go to a concert. They do the same in the
Spring! Although you probably can’t go to the concerts, you can use the
resources! They do ask you to sign up, but it is free and anyone can sign
up!

●

bandlab.com: Band Lab is similar to GarageBand-- it allows you to have
students make their own songs with recorded tracks, recording
themselves, or online instruments. It even lets you set up your own
school and classes so that you can see the students’ work-- FOR FREE.
Yes. I said it.

●

GPB.org: The Public Broadcasting Service has been rocking it when it
comes to distance learning lessons. Just go to gpb.org > education > the
arts and explore! The other states also have some distance learning
materials, but they seem to all have different ones. So if you don’t find
what you need, try another state!
○ pbslearningmedia.org

●

Sphinxkids.org: This website has a ton of different games that students
can participate in!
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Books!
Like Hermione Granger said, “When in doubt, go to the library.” When you’re
stuck, read a book!
Some of my favorites are below. It was very, very hard to limit myself, but I
figured it wasn’t helpful to just list every book in the world.
Don’t have the book? Check YouTube for a read aloud!
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Books about Instruments:
● I Know a Shy Fellow Who Swallowed a Cello by Barbara Garriel
● Zin! Zin! Zin! A Violin! by Lloyd Moss
Books about musicians:
● Drum Dream Girl by Margarita Engle
● Me Llamo Celia by Monica Brown
● Trombone Shorty by Troy “Trombone Shorty” Andrews
● Tito Puente: Mambo King by Monica Brown
Books that are songs:
● Los Pollitos by Susie Jaramillo
● Down by the Bay by Raffi
● Baby Beluga by Raffi

Other Good Books:
● The Listening Walk by Paul Showers
● Mortimer by Robert Munsch
● Giraffes Can’t Dance by Giles Andreae
● There was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly by Lucille Colandro
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